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INTRODUCTION 
In November 2015, following a full policy review of the ACT’s building regulatory laws and administrative 
system, the ACT Government released a discussion paper on potential reforms to improve the ACT building 
regulatory system. Proposed reforms related to some of the most common issues raised during the review, 
as well as concerns about payment arrangements between contractors. The discussion paper included 
options for reducing the impact of insolvencies, bankruptcies and financial management issues and 
improving security of payments in the ACT construction industry. 

Public consultation on the ACT Building Regulatory System ran from 23 November 2015 to 15 February 2016.  
The ACT Improving the Building Regulatory System reform program was announced in June 2016. 

At the same time the ACT was reviewing its building regulatory system, the Australian Senate Economics References 
Committee (the Committee) was conducting an inquiry into insolvency in the Australian construction industry 
(Insolvency Inquiry). The Committee released its report on 3 December 2015. It included 44 recommendations. The 
Australian Government responded to the Committee’s report on 13 June 2017. 

Three of the reforms in the ACT reform program relate specifically to the findings of the Insolvency Inquiry and the 
Australian Government response (not released when the ACT reforms were announced). 

Since the ACT’s building regulatory reform program was announced, further work and projects have been 
undertaken at a national level, and in other states and territories, that are relevant to reviewing the initial 
recommendations from the Insolvency Inquiry.

The ACT Government has been monitoring these projects, and participating in work under the national Building 
Ministers’ Forum as well as continuing progress on its announced reform program. 

As such, the original recommendations and responses to the Insolvency Inquiry have been reviewed in the context 
of the ACT’s building reform program, the recommendations of the National Review of Security of Payment Laws 
and current national work under the Building Ministers’ Forum. 

National Review of Security of Payment Laws
In December 2016, the Australian Government commissioned a National Review of Security of Payment Laws 
(the National Review) to examine ways to improve consistency in security of payment legislation in operation in 
the states and territories, and enhance protections to ensure subcontractors get paid on time for work they have 
done.  The Review report was released in May 2018 and included 86 recommendations for security of payment laws 
including for legislative requirements, administration and a deemed statutory trust model for construction projects 
over $1 million. 

The full report and information about the review can be found at: https://www.jobs.gov.au/review-security-
payment-laws 

The Building Minister’s Forum is comprised of Australian Government, and state and territory government ministers 
with responsibility for building and construction policy. 

https://www.jobs.gov.au/review-security-payment-laws
https://www.jobs.gov.au/review-security-payment-laws
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In August 2018, the Building Ministers’ Forum agreed to work collaboratively to consider ways to improve 
consistency between security of payment regimes across jurisdictions. 1 

In February 2019, Building Ministers further discussed the National Review, and agreed its Senior Officers’ Group 
will develop model legislation for deemed statutory trusts, for jurisdictions to draw upon2.  This did not mean that 
all jurisdictions have committed to a statutory trust model, but that there is a commitment to consistent models 
where introduced. 

1 https://www.industry.gov.au/sites/default/files/August%202018/document/pdf/building_ministers_communique_-_august_2018.pdf

2 https://www.industry.gov.au/sites/default/files/bmf-communique-8-february-2019.pdf
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PROJECT FUNDING, PAYMENT 
CLAIMS AND RETENTIONS – 
REFORMS 26 AND 40 
Reform 26 – Review the response to the recent federal inquiry on insolvency and results of trials of various models 
in other jurisdictions and continue targeted consultation, with a view to either conducting an ACT trial to fill in any 
knowledge gaps if required, or implementing changes in the ACT if Commonwealth legislation is not supported or 
has insufficient coverage. 

Reform 40 – Conduct trial of project/retention account model (if agreed and required). 

BACKGROUND 
This reform relates to models for protection of progress payments and retentions on building projects. The 
Government’s 2015 Improving the ACT Building Regulatory System discussion paper sought views on different 
models – trust funds established by head contractors; deemed trusts; and general projects accounts, or other 
models (such as project bank accounts)3  –  including those in operation in different jurisdictions, or proposed in 
other jurisdictions. 

It included discussion of each option in relation to:

 > securing retentions so they are readily available, and protected in the event of insolvency

 > separating progress payments so that money is available to the relevant project, and protected in the event of 
insolvency.

While there was a general view among stakeholders that some form of intervention to protect and manage 
retentions and/or progress payments is warranted, there were highly diverse views on potential models and the use 
of trust accounts. 

Given that the Insolvency Inquiry had recently reported recommending a trial of project bank accounts for 
Australian Government projects over $10 million and that there are numerous trials or existing systems operating in 
other jurisdictions, the ACT reforms included Reform 26. 

Reforms 26 has two parts:

1. Reviewing the findings of various inquiries, reviews and trials with a view to conducting a trial to fill in any 
knowledge gaps if required (Reform 40 is conducting the trial if agreed and required). 

2. Implementing changes in the ACT if Commonwealth legislation is not supported or has insufficient coverage.  

3 PBAs use a dedicated trust account to facilitate payments directly and simultaneously from a principal through to the head contractor, and participating subcontractors, 
involved in a project. Other trust models may require contractors at all levels to manage specific payments via trust accounts. 
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REVIEWING THE FINDINGS OF VARIOUS INQUIRIES, REVIEWS AND TRIALS
The Insolvency Inquiry recommendations included the following in relation to project bank accounts and statutory 
trusts. 

Recommendation 29 
The Committee recommends that commencing as soon as practicable, but no later than 1 July 2016, the 
Government undertake a two-year trial of Project Bank Accounts (PBAs) on no less than twenty construction 
projects where the Commonwealth’s funding for the project exceeds $10 million.

Recommendation 30 
The Committee recommends that after the trial has concluded, a timely evaluation of the trial of PBAs on 
Commonwealth funded projects be conducted with a view to making the use of PBAs compulsory on all future 
Commonwealth funded projects and mandating extending the use of PBAs to private sector construction projects.

Recommendation 31 
The Committee recommends that, while the Commonwealth trial of Project Bank Accounts is underway, the 
Attorney-General refer to the Australian Law Reform Commission for inquiry and report a reference on statutory 
trusts for the construction industry. This inquiry should recommend what statutory model trust account should 
be adopted for the construction industry as a whole, including whether it should apply to both public and private 
sector construction work.

Australian Government response
The Australian Government responded to the Committee’s report on 13 June 2017. Its response to these three 
recommendations was:

 > While the Commonwealth has responsibility for its own construction procurement, the Australian 
Government notes that the regulation of the building industry, including specialised payment arrangements 
(outside of insolvency), is a matter for the states and territories. 

 > The Australian Government operates a devolved procurement framework where Commonwealth entities 
are responsible for undertaking their own procurement processes in order to meet their business need. The 
Commonwealth Procurement Rules (CPRs) provide the basic rules set that applies to entity procurement 
activities, and include provisions on encouraging competition, ethical behaviour and prescribing 
specifications. The CPRs are also not intended to target specific categories of goods or services, nor specific 
industries. They are the rule set for all Australian Government procurement and importantly, require all 
potential suppliers to government to be treated equitably. 

 > The Attorney-General’s Department will consult with the appropriate Australian Government agencies on 
the Committee’s report and recommendation 31. Decisions regarding what matters may be referred to the 
Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC), and the issuing of any terms of reference, are ultimately a decision 
for the Attorney General. The scope of any such terms of reference must be consistent with the ALRC’s 
functions outline in section 21 of the Australian Law Reform Commission Act 1996.

Although the Australian Government did not undertake a specific trial of project bank accounts, trials of project 
bank accounts and other models have been undertaken in various Australian states and territories. In some 
jurisdictions, the use of project bank accounts is compulsory for government projects above a certain value.   

The National Review also included consideration of the existing reviews and trials relating to payments and 
retentions, including findings of previous state-based inquiries and reviews relating to construction industry 
insolvencies.  

https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2012C00048
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Chapter 17 of the Review report examines the use of statutory trusts as a mechanism to protect subcontractors 
from the impacts of insolvencies higher up the contractual chain. In arriving at the relevant recommendations, the 
historical scrutiny of statutory trusts by various jurisdictional reviews and inquiries, as well as recent trials of project 
bank accounts by some jurisdictions and responses from stakeholders, were considered. 

These include:

 > A trial of project bank accounts (PBAs) run in NSW on 10 NSW Government projects between November 2013 
and December 2015.

 > The use of PBAs on the majority of WA Government construction contracts valued at over $1.5 million.

 > The requirement from January 2018 in Queensland for all state Government projects between $1 million and 
$10 million to have a PBA. 

The PBAs in Queensland have applied to over 100 projects to date. The Queensland Government has also 
announced the intention to extend the requirement for a PBA to all private non-residential and public building 
projects over $1 million in 2019. It will consider an independent evaluation of the implementation of the PBA system 
to determine how it can be extended to the private sector. 

The Review also noted trials, or long-running schemes, involving statutory trusts and cascading trust accounts. 

In the ACT, different models for payment and retentions are used for government-procured projects depending 
on the nature and type of project, which in turn determine the form of contract that is used. This can include trust 
accounts, bank guarantees and/or the Territory retaining specified funds until the contractor achieves certain 
milestones. The operation of those models and any application or issues to be addressed for the private sector 
is being reviewed under Reform 27. This is intended to inform discussion in the ACT on the use of models in the 
private sectors and any limitations and differences that would apply. 

The purpose of an additional trial in the ACT would be to gain knowledge of how particular models operated for 
government projects, if there is insufficient information available from existing trials and schemes in operation. This 
could include that the thresholds for a trial were too high to determine applicability to smaller projects, or included 
only a small sample of projects. As an example, the initial trial of project bank account suggested for the Australian 
Government was $10 million. Given the application of PBAs and the operation of other schemes in both the public 
and private sectors across hundreds of projects and a range of thresholds, a further trial for ACT Government 
projects does not appear necessary. 

The Building Ministers’ Forum Ministers have also discussed the National Review of Security of Payment Laws, and 
agreed its Senior Officers’ Group will develop model legislation for deemed statutory trusts, for jurisdictions to 
draw upon4 . 

This is not to suggest a Government position on a particular model, or that if a model was to be legislated it may 
not be phased (i.e. start with projects meeting a particular threshold before review for potential expansion to lower 
thresholds). The finding relates only to trials of PBAs and other existing models on ACT Government projects. 

Consultation 
The review considered previous consultation on ACT building reforms as well as consultation undertaken as part of 
the National Review. 

Further consultation on adopting a model, and the form of that model, will be undertaken in the context of the 
review of the ACT security of payments system (Reform 41). 

4 https://www.industry.gov.au/sites/default/files/bmf-communique-8-february-2019.pdf
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IMPLEMENTING CHANGES IN THE ACT IF COMMONWEALTH LEGISLATION IS 
NOT SUPPORTED OR HAS INSUFFICIENT COVERAGE 
The Insolvency Inquiry recommendations included the following in relation to national legislation.

Recommendation 28 
The Committee recommends that following completion of the steps recommended in chapter 10 in relation 
to Project Bank Accounts on construction projects where Commonwealth funding exceeds $10 million, the 
Commonwealth enact national legislation providing for security of payment and access to adjudication processes 
in the commercial construction industry.

The Australian Government responded to the Committee’s report on 13 June 2017. Its response to this 
recommendations was:

 > While the Commonwealth has responsibility for its own construction procurement, the Australian 
Government notes that the regulation of the building industry, including specialised payment arrangements 
(outside of insolvency), is a matter for the states and territories. 

The National Review did not recommend national legislation enacted under Commonwealth law. Instead, it 
recommended a nationally consistent and effective set of security of payment laws developed by the relevant 
Australian Government, state and territory Ministers working together. It also recommended the Australian 
Government should take a lead role in working with the states and territories and key industry stakeholders 
towards the establishment of a nationally consistent deemed statutory trust model. 

As noted in the Introduction to this report, the Building Ministers’ Forum have agreed to lead work to work 
collaboratively to consider ways to improve consistency between security of payment regimes across jurisdictions. 
Therefore, any changes to security of payment laws will be implemented in the ACT law directly. 

FINDINGS – REFORMS 26 AND 40
Since the ACT reforms were announced in 2016, there have been a range of new trials and legislated schemes for 
different models for protection of progress payment and retentions. These trials and scheme, as well as existing 
work to review the various models used in ACT procurement, provide detailed information on how these models 
operate in a government context, and may be applied in the private sector to inform for further consultation on 
security of payment reforms in the ACT. 

Changes to ACT legislation can be addressed under Reform 41, which is to review the security of payments system 
in the ACT. 
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CONTRACTS FOR RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGS AND RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDING WORK – REFORM 38
Reform 38 – Review federal inquiry findings on insolvencies in the construction industry and associated response, 
with a view to fill in any gaps in the system if required. 

BACKGROUND
This reform relates to insolvencies and ‘phoenixing’ in the construction industry. The Government’s Improving the 
ACT Building Regulatory System discussion paper canvassed views on improving accountability for practitioners, 
including for people contracting for the sale of residential buildings off the plan, or contracting directly for building 
work. In the ACT, builder licenses are for doing or supervising building work, rather than entering into contracts for 
building work. 

The ACT discussion paper noted that “The ACT Government will consider the findings of the Inquiry and national 
responses to its recommendations with the view to fill in any remaining gaps in dealing with businesses that have 
a history of serious contractual breaches and a lack of compliance with the Act and relevant legislation such as 
the Commonwealth Corporations Act 2001 and Competition and Consumer Act 2010.” Following feedback during 
consultation, in June 2016 this action became Reform 38 in the current building regulatory reform program. 

Of the Committee’s 44 recommendations, most relate to the Australian Government’s responsibilities. Seven 
recommendations relate to state and territory responsibilities associated with the building regulatory system 
or security of payment systems. A further two recommendations related to collective national work on mutual 
recognition of construction licences (recommendation 32) and cross-agency information sharing relating to 
breaches of certain laws and actions against directors.

Discussion of each recommendation in relation to the ACT’s and national building reforms and any perceived gaps 
is in Table 1 below.  

https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2017C00328
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2019C00149
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INSOLVENCY INQUIRY 
RECOMMENDATION RELEVANT ACT AND NATIONAL REFORMS

Recommendations relating to state and territory licensing regimes

Recommendation 15 
The committee recommends 
that licensing regulators should 
undertake random financial 
health spot-checks throughout 
the life of a licence-holder’s 
licence. Where a business fails 
to meet the standards required, 
it should be required to show 
cause as to why its licence 
should not be conditioned, 
downgraded, suspended or 
cancelled, depending on the 
extent to which the business has 
not met required standards. 

Under the Construction Occupations (Licensing) Act 2004, corporate and individual 
construction licensees must be solvent to be eligible to provide licensable construction 
services. If an individual is bankrupt or personally insolvent, they may only provide 
construction services as a nominee or employee of another licensed entity (Section 24, 
Construction Occupations (Licensing) Regulation 2004).  

Individual licensees providing, or proposing to provide, a construction service for a fee are 
automatically suspended from providing construction services, other than as a nominee 
or employee, if they become bankrupt or personally insolvent (Sections 48 and 49, 
Construction Occupations (Licensing) Act 2004). 

An individual is bankrupt or personally insolvent if the individual—

(a) under the Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cwlth)—
(i) is bankrupt; or
(ii) is a party to a debt agreement as a debtor; or
(iii) is a party to a personal insolvency agreement as a debtor and the obligations created 

by the agreement remain undischarged; or
(iv) authorises a controlling trustee to control the individual’s property, whether or not the 

individual has entered into a personal insolvency agreement as a debtor; or
(b) has a status under a law of a foreign country substantially similar to an individual 

mentioned in paragraph (a); or
(c) otherwise applies to take the benefit of any law for the relief of bankrupt or insolvent 

debtors.
For corporations, a corporation’s licence is automatically suspended if the corporation 
becomes the subject of a winding-up order, or has a controller or administrator appointed for 
the corporation. 

In 2016, legislative amendments under the current building regulatory reform program:

• introduced additional reporting requirements for individuals and corporations in relation 
to the grounds for automatic suspension outlined above and in relation to insolvency 
(Reforms 24 and 25), and associated criminal offence;  

• expanded the scope of powers to declare mandatory qualifications for individuals to 
include qualifications for all entities that may be eligible for a licence (Reform 12); and 

• provided a new ground for occupational discipline at any time throughout the licence 
period that the licensee is, or has become, ineligible to hold a licence (Reform 17). 

Under Reform 7, new licensees are also restricted from working unsupervised in relation 
to buildings they have insufficient experience on, which can help to reduce associated 
management and payment problems.   

Reform 34 is to expand licence renewal assessments to include rechecking of eligibility and 
compliance for builder and building surveyor licenses, which includes solvency.  

Construction licences in the ACT are to undertake or supervise the technical components of 
construction work. They are not licences to contract with the public or to be the entity that 
will be financing a construction project. However, the role of the licensee, financial eligibility 
requirements, and accountability for people contracting for construction services are being 
considered and addressed under the following reforms:

• Reform 32 – implement mandatory qualifications for corporate and partnership licences, 
potentially including financial assessment. 

• Reform 35 – consult on the findings of the ACT review of the building regulatory system in 
relation to licensing, licensing categories and ‘contracting’ as a scope of work. 

https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2004-12/
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/sl/2004-36/current/PDF/2004-36.PDF
https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/2004-12/
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Series/C1966A00033
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INSOLVENCY INQUIRY 
RECOMMENDATION RELEVANT ACT AND NATIONAL REFORMS

Recommendation 33 
The committee recommends 
that each state and territory 
licensing regime contain three 
key requirements: 

• that licence holders 
demonstrate that they hold 
adequate financial backing 
for the scale of their intended 
project. This capital backing 
requirement should be 
graduated, with increased 
levels of proof required for 
more significant projects; 

• that on registration, licence 
holders provide evidence they 
have completed an agreed 
level of financial and business 
training program(s), including 
principals of commercial 
contract law, developed in 
consultation with industry 
bodies; and 

• that licence holders 
demonstrate that they are a 
fit and proper person to hold 
a licence. 

In late 2017, the Building Ministers’ Forum requested an assessment of the effectiveness 
of compliance and enforcement systems for the building and construction industry. 
The Assessment and resultant report (the Building Confidence Report) did not relate to 
insolvencies, but recommendation 2 included that each jurisdiction prescribes consistent 
requirements for the registration of building practitioners including:

• where it is available, compulsory insurance in the form of professional indemnity and/or 
warranty insurance together with financial viability requirements where appropriate; and

• evidence of practitioner integrity, based on an assessment of fit-and-proper person 
requirements. 

It noted “Fit-and-proper person requirements are the foundation of public trust in the 
integrity of practitioners. These include such matters as bankruptcy and criminal checks. In 
the first instance, financial viability requirements are most relevant for builders. There may 
be justification for other categories of practitioner to be subject to similar requirements.”

Financial backing and financial and business training
It is important to note that construction licences are issued for a period rather than for a 
particular project. A person whose licence entitles them to undertake large commercial 
projects may choose only to undertake smaller residential work within the scope of their 
licence.  In addition, the builder may not be the developer or the financial vehicle for the 
project, noting that ACT licences are technical licenses rather than ‘contractor’ licences at 
present. 

Mandatory qualifications, potentially including financial assessment and related 
competencies, are being developed as part of reform 32 in the ACT’s building reform 
program. Reforms 35 and 36 also include consulting on ‘contracting’ as a scope of work and 
accountability of practitioners. 

Fit and proper person requirements
General ‘fit-and-proper’ provisions were removed from ACT legislation in response to 
previous national competition reforms. Specific propriety requirements are detailed in 
construction licensing law. Construction licensees, directors of corporate licensees, and 
partners in licensed partnerships must meet specific requirements relating to solvency 
(see comments in relation to recommendation 15 above) and cannot have been convicted 
of certain criminal offences.  Whether this should be expanded to include a broader range 
of offences or propriety requirements is being considered in relation to reform 35 (consult 
on the findings of the ACT review of the building regulatory system in relation to licensing, 
licensing categories and ‘contracting’ as a scope of work) and reform 36 (consult on the 
findings of the review of the ACT building regulatory system in relation to insurance and 
practitioner accountability), and national work under the Building Ministers’ Forum in 
relation to the Building Confidence Report.

https://www.industry.gov.au/data-and-publications/building-confidence-building-ministers-forum-expert-assessment
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INSOLVENCY INQUIRY 
RECOMMENDATION RELEVANT ACT AND NATIONAL REFORMS

Recommendations relating to state and territory security of payment schemes

Recommendation 22 
The committee recommends 
that state and territory 
government departments 
and agencies responsible for 
administering their security 
of payment legislation closely 
scrutinise the practice of 
providing false statutory 
declarations and where 
necessary, launch prosecutions 
as a practical deterrent.

The National Review of Security of Payment Laws report included a related 
recommendation: Recommendation 34 – The legislation should provide that making a false or 
misleading ‘supporting statement’ constitutes an offence. 

While statutory declarations are not necessarily required by existing ACT security of payment 
laws, where they are provided they are covered by the Criminal Code 2002 in force in the ACT. 
Under that law it is an offence to knowingly make a false statement on oath or in a statutory 
declaration (Section 336A). The Criminal Code also provides for offences in relation to:

• making false and misleading statements (Section 337)
• giving false or misleading information (Section 338), and 
• producing false or misleading documents (Section 339). 
Although instances of potentially false statutory declarations and other documents are rarely 
reported to the ACT security of payment regulator (Access Canberra), where detected or 
suspected, the matter can be referred to the police for further investigation and appropriate 
action.

Whether further provisions and powers are included in ACT security of payment laws is being 
considered under Reform 41, which is to review the ACT security of payment system, and 
work in response to the National Review recommendations.  

Recommendation 23
The committee recommends 
that each state and territory 
government department or 
agency responsible for the 
relevant security of payments 
act should follow the example 
in Queensland and publish 
publicity available, de-identified 
information concerning the 
outcome of payment disputes. 

Relevant recommendations from the National Review of Security of Payment Laws are:

• Recommendation 73 – The legislation should not require adjudicators’ decisions to be 
published. 

• Recommendation 78 – The legislation should require the Regulator to publish an annual 
report on the operation and effectiveness of the legislation.

• Recommendation 79 – The jurisdictions should cooperate to develop a consistent set of 
standards for reporting data collected from authorised nominating authorities/adjudicators 
about the use of security of payment legislation. The reporting of such information should be 
based on the NSW format and published annually. 

Reporting of data annually is being considered as part of the work under the Building 
Ministers’ Forum to respond to the National Review and under the ACT’s reform 41 – Review 
the Security of Payments system in the ACT. 

Recommendation 24 
The committee recommends 
that it be made a statutory 
offence to intimidate, coerce 
or threaten a participant in the 
building industry in relation 
to the participant’s access to 
remedies available to it under 
security of payments legislation. 

A similar recommendation was made under the National Review of Security of Payment 
Laws.  Recommendation 76 is: The legislation should make it an offence to use coercive and 
threatening conduct, whether directly or indirectly, in relation to a person’s statutory rights to, or 
claim for, a progress payment under legislation. 

Under the Criminal Code 2002 in force in the ACT, there are offences for certain behaviours 
that apply to conduct regardless of whether they are specifically included in security of 
payment legislation. Changes to security of payment laws is being considered as part of 
national work to respond to the National Review and under the ACT’s reform 41 – Review the 
Security of Payments system in the ACT. 

https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/2002-51/current/PDF/2002-51.PDF
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INSOLVENCY INQUIRY 
RECOMMENDATION RELEVANT ACT AND NATIONAL REFORMS

Recommendation 25 
The committee recommends 
that state government 
departments and agencies 
responsible for the relevant 
security of payments act provide 
education, awareness and 
support for industry participants 
who may wish to access 
remedies available to them 
under the relevant legislation.  

Detailed information on the system is provided on the Access Canberra website. Industry 
members can also call for information or ask questions about the system online. The 
Government is creating a new web portal for information about building, buying and 
renovating in the ACT, which will make information easier to find. This information will be 
updated as changes are made to legislation. Providing additional education, awareness and 
support is being considered under the ACT’s reform 41 – Review the Security of Payments 
system in the ACT.

Recommendation 27 
The committee recommends 
that adjudicators of payment 
disputes under the relevant 
security of payments act 
should be required by law to be 
independent and impartial.

Recommendation 62 of the National Review of Security of Payment Laws is: The legislation 
should include specific provisions dealing with an adjudicator’s disqualification due to conflict of 
interest. 

In the ACT, section 20 of the Building and Construction (Security of Payment) Act 2009 
provides that person is not eligible to be an adjudicator for a construction contract if the 
person is a party to the contract, or if the person is employed by, or represents a building and 
construction industry organisation. Further circumstances can be prescribed by regulation.  
The Authorised Nominating Authority (ANA) Code of Practice also requires that the ANA 
ensures that any perception of conflict of interest has been addressed prior to nominating an 
adjudicator for a particular claim. 

Further changes to security of payment laws are being considered as part of national work 
to respond to the national review and under the ACT’s reform 41 – Review the Security of 
Payments system in the ACT. 

Other relevant recommendations – national

Recommendation 32
The committee recommends 
that the Council for the 
Australian Federal and state and 
territory regulators continue to 
develop external equivalence 
for licences in the building and 
construction industry. 

The ACT continues to participate in national work on mutual recognition, including to update 
equivalence information. 

Recommendation 34 
The committee recommends 
that automated cross-agency 
date sharing should trigger 
an alert when an individual: 
declares bankruptcy; is 
convicted of fraud; is disqualified 
as a director; or liquidates a 
company. This alert should 
require the relevant state or 
territory regulator to satisfy itself 
that the licence-holder remains 
a fit and proper person. 

The Australian Government noted this recommendation. Its response stated that the 
proposal would require significant IT infrastructure changes to ASIC, the Australian Financial 
Security Authority and Commonwealth, state and territory regulators or agencies, and that 
enabling such alert functionality is likely to be problematic, in terms of data integrity, and 
costly, and its ultimate effectiveness will depend on the quality and format of data held by 
agencies.  It also noted potential privacy issues. 

While the ACT cannot implement this recommendation alone, ACT reforms have increased 
reporting requirements to the regulator in relation to solvency. Changes in directors for 
corporate licensees must also be notified. Certain changes may trigger an automatic 
suspension, and in other cases, the regulator can reassess eligibility or take an appropriate 
action. 

https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/View/a/2009-50/current/PDF/2009-50.PDF
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FINDINGS – REFORM 38 
All of the relevant recommendations have either been addressed, or are being considered under ACT or national 
work, or both. 

Further, the ACT’s building regulatory reforms program includes reforms not suggested by the recommendations 
of any of the national reports, including legislation that helps prevent phoenixing by allowing the Construction 
Occupations Registrar to consider the history of individuals, directors, partners and nominees under other (related) 
licences, and for actions to be taken across related licences if appropriate (Reform 24). 
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CONCLUSIONS
Reform 38

In relation to reform 38, all of the relevant recommendations have either been addressed, or are being considered 
under ACT or national work, or both. 

Completed reforms for construction licensing and ‘phoenixing’ or shifting operations between licensed entities 
under the Improving the ACT Building Regulatory System reform program will help address issues identified in the 
Insolvency Inquiry. 

The following reforms completed, or soon to be complete, are particularly relevant:

 > Reform 7 - conditioning builder licenses in relation to experience; 

 > Reform 17 - new grounds for occupational discipline for ineligibility; 

 > Reform 24 – increased capacity to consider history of people associated with related licences and increased 
reporting for automatic suspension grounds; 

 > Reform 25 – increased reporting in relation to insolvency) will help address issues identified in the Insolvency 
Inquiry; and

 > Reform 34 – expanding licence renewal assessments to include rechecking of eligibility and compliance for 
builder and building surveyor licences. 

Further related work will be progressed under the following reforms:

 > Reform 32 – implement mandatory qualifications for corporate and partnership licences, potentially including 
financial assessment; 

 > Reform 35 – consult on the findings of the ACT review of the building regulatory system in relation to licensing, 
licensing categories and ‘contracting’ as a scope of work;  

 > Reform 36 – consult on the findings of the review of the ACT building regulatory system in relation to insurance 
and practitioner accountability;

 > Reform 41 – review the Security of Payments system in the ACT.  

Reforms 26 and 40

Given the range of trials and existing legislated schemes for different models for protection of progress payment 
and retentions, and existing work to review the various models used in ACT procurement, a further trial on ACT 
Government projects is not necessary to understand how such models operate on government projects. 

The decision to implement a model of payments and/or retentions is subject to further consultation and 
consideration under Reform 41 – Review the Security of Payments system in the ACT, and work the ACT is 
participating in nationally under the Building Ministers’ Forum in response to the National Review of Security of 
Payment Laws.  

Further work under the specific reforms 26, 38 and 40 is not required as any remaining issues can be addressed 
under other reforms in the Improving the ACT Building Regulatory System reform program.
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